
As organizations prepare to bring employees back to the office there may be safety 

concerns when it comes to the use of shared office equipment. Figuring out how and 

which tools can assist employees safely and confidently without compromising pro-

ductivity and collaboration is quickly becoming a priority. 

Organizations need to provide touch-free, safe work environments without
compromising productivity

The Challenge:

RETURN TO THE OFFICE
WITH CONFIDENCE

Sharp Can Help

Hands-free, voice-first operations: Using the power of natural language, Sharp 
offers voice operation for copying and scanning by minimizing touch interactions 
with shared office equipment.

Use your mobile device: Personal devices such as smartphones can be an 
alternative method to operate shared devices. Synappx Go helps users safely 
operate shared office equipment using their mobile devices. 



Hands-free, Voice-First Operations

Learn more at https://business.sharpusa.com
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Contactless Operation with Smartphones

Interacting with your Sharp copiers can be done safely. 
Regardless of your familiarity with how a Sharp copier 
operates, you can control the copier using the power of 
your voice.

Simply ask the copier:

• ”Alexa, ask SHARP Copier to copy”
• “Alexa, ask SHARP Copier to scan document to me”

Click here for a list of vocal prompts
www.amazon.com/SHARP-CORPORATION-Copier/dp/B07L41GD7M

Synappx Go helps you do more as you move through your 
day, all from your phone. Make your workplace smarter 
and safer, leveraging the technology you have in place to 
facilitate spontaneous collaboration. 

• Allow contactless operations on commonly-shared
 devices: 

• Print files from cloud storage
• Print release to prevent other people from 
 picking up the outputs
• Scan documents to your favorite destinations, 

cloud storage and to yourself

• Set pre-set personalized scan and print settings using
 smartphones. Just use the app, no need to learn the
 equipment

https://www.amazon.com/SHARP-CORPORATION-Copier/dp/B07L41GD7M

